Endophytes diversity of medicinal plants and the discovery of their HIV activity
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In recent years, with the development of pharmaceutical research, many studies demonstrated that some medicinal plants showed antiviral activity. Therefore, it will be promising to find new secondary metabolites with anti-HIV activity from endophytes, which may produce the same or similar bioactive compounds as medicinal plants. In this study, 144 medicinal plants, including 74 plants with antiviral or heat clearing and detoxifying effects and 70 plants with other efficacy, were sampled from different regions, including Yunnan, Guizhou, Shanxi, and Jiangxi province. After surface sterilization of entire samples, endophytic bacteria were isolated from different tissues using seven isolation media. A total of 2168 strains of endophytic bacteria were obtained in this study. Colonization rate (CR%) were then calculated. The results showed CR% differed in regions, seasons, tissue parts of plant, and isolation media, suggesting Yunnan, spring, root part of plants were the best factors to isolate endophytes, respectively. After preliminary screening according to phenotypic characteristics, 301 strains were selected for 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis. The 301 strains belonged to three Phylum, i.e., Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, including 66 genera, 10 orders and 36 families. Endophytic bacteria of medicinal plants showed relatively high diversity that 301 strains belonged to 117 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) by using 97% similarity as a cutoff. The richness, diversity and evenness were then calculated and showed that the endophytic communities differed among regions, seasons, plant tissues or isolated media. Among them, Yunnan, spring, root part of plants, and M5 medium were the best factors to isolate diverse strains, respectively. A total of 1681 endophytic bacteria, i.e., 879 strains isolated from antiviral or clearing heat and detoxicating medicinal plants and 802 strains from other effective plants, were selected for anti-HIV screening. 3362 fermentative extracts were obtained from these 1681 strains using two different media. These extracts were then screened using a high throughput screening assay for anti-HIV agents. 324 samples were found positive, of which 110 extracts showed high activities against HIV (inhibition ratio ≥95%). 50 positive samples were selected based on lower cytotoxicity to SubT1. As a result, 76% of them (38 strains) were obtained from medicinal plants with functions of antiviral or heat-clearing and detoxification. The possible mechanism of 13 extracts were then investigated with stable high anti-HIV-1 activity using a method of rapidly identifying targets for anti-HIV-1 compounds, and one of the extracts exhibits stable anti-HIV-1 activity and has similar mechanism with MK-0518, showing great potential for further development. The data demonstrated that endophytic bacteria from antiviral or clearing heat and detoxicating medicinal plants have a better capacity in producing antiviral secondary metabolites.
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